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For the last 25 years the pharmaceutical industry,
consisted of two sectors the Brand name com-
panies (Big Pharma) and the Generic compa-
nies. The generic companies followed along to

bring copies of the originator product to the market on
patent expiration. Governments, always struggling
with the cost of health care, liked the idea of less expen-
sive versions of the originator drug in the market place
and even encouraged the Generic companies to test the
validity of the originator patent by offering 180 day

exclusivity as the first Generic approved for the market. Today there are less
“small molecule” drugs emerging from drug development laboratories and a
number of the blockbuster molecules are coming off patent in the next couple
of years. A change in the distinction between Generics and the Brand name
companies is occurring; it is as though Big Pharma is now adapting the gener-
icization of drug products as part of the life cycle management of the phar-
maceutical product. Brand name companies are adding Generic divisions to
their organizations. Pfizer Inc. recently brokered deals with Aurobindo
Pharma to license an array of generic pills and injectables and Merck & Co. is
proposing to buy Insemed’s line of generic biologics (biosimilars) 

Small molecule drugs are, at the molecular level, a somewhat blunt
instrument to deal with disease states, they lack specificity and with that lack
of specificity here exists the potential for adverse reactions or side effects.  Bio
technology offers the ability to create therapeutic agents which can be tai-
lored to a specific target; specifically aiming at the biological mechanism that
causes the problem. Along with this approach a new field of endeavor is cre-
ating a novel challenge, that of molecular diagnostics. The growth in this area
has been fueled by the enormous amount of genomic research that is taking
place. The appeal of these diagnostic techniques is that they can lead to early
diagnosis; treatment is often more affective the earlier a disease state can be
detected and identified. It is likely in the future that the firms that are devel-
oping molecular diagnostics to replace the older and often invasive diagnosis
techniques will also become themselves targets for the Big Pharma. In essence
the life cycle be started earlier by identifying the need for treatment and inter-
vention before the symptoms are manifest. The indications are that the tight-
ened economy is leading to a leaner healthier pharmaceutical industry, which
seems poised to bring innovative benefits to the health of nations.
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Seeing is Believing: 
Molecular Imaging Aids Canadian 
Biopharmaceutical Sector

By  Abedelnasser Abulrob, BPharm, MSc, PhD Pharm
Institute for Biological Sciences, National Research Council of Canada, 
Ottawa, Ontario, K1A0R6, Canada.

Introduction

The age of molecular medicine, born by the sequenc-
ing of the human genome, has started changing traditional 
paradigms in patient treatments and health care delivery. 
Researchers are making strides towards a future where 
treatments will match the individual patient’s genetic 
profiles; a future where personalized medicine will become 
a standard of care.  The molecular methods that make per-
sonalized medicine possible include testing for variations 
in genes, gene expression, proteins, and metabolites – 
biomarkers.  Test results are correlated with clinical factors 
– such as disease state, prediction of future disease states, 
drug response, and treatment prognosis – to help physi-
cians individualize treatment for each patient.  Molecular 
imaging is an invaluable tool to deliver on the promise of 
“personalized medicine”—it can provide patient-specific 
information that allows treatment to be tailored to the 
specific biological attributes of both the disease and the 
patient. 

Molecular imaging refers to multidisciplinary tech-
niques that are involved in remote sensing, visualization, 
characterization, and measurement of biological processes 
at the molecular level in humans and other living sys-
tems in health and disease. It is the product of concurrent 
advances in molecular and cellular biology, chemistry, 
nanotechnology, computing, and imaging science.1 

Molecular imaging shows how specific tissues are 
functioning, as opposed to conventional diagnostic im-
aging procedures, which provide anatomical/structural 
pictures of the body’s organs and tissues. It is an invaluable 
way to obtain medical information that would otherwise 

require surgery or more expensive diagnostic tests or sim-
ply be unavailable. Molecular imaging is making a sweep-
ing impact on health care—paving the way for a new gen-
eration of personalized drugs for Alzheimer’s disease, heart 
disease, diabetes, schizophrenia and many other diseases.

The techniques used include Radionuclide imaging/
nuclear medicine, Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 
optical imaging, computed tomography, ultrasound and 
others.  

The drug discovery and development process is more 
challenging today than ever before. Only a small fraction of 
drugs pass successfully through the evaluation processes, 
and an even smaller fraction survives the approval process. 
Of 10,000 compounds screened in pre-clinical tests, only 
100 are evaluated in animals, 10 advances to clinical trials 
and only 1 is likely to be marketed. This process of drug de-
velopment from concept to clinical testing may take more 
than a decade and costs up to a $1 billion.2 Innovative ap-
proaches and new paradigms that can shorten the overall 
timeline, reduce attrition, and decrease the cost of drug 
development are critical to ensure the viability of biophar-
maceutical sector. 

In the past decade, the R&D expenditures by US 
pharmaceutical industry increased 270% and the NIH 
budget for biomedical research doubled.  Yet, during the 
same time, the number of new therapies submitted for 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval declined by 
approximately 50%. In response to this crisis in productiv-
ity, in 2004, the FDA launched the Critical Path Initiative, an 
important road-map document with the primary purpose 
to ensure that basic scientific discoveries translate more 
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rapidly into new and better medical treatments. FDA 
rightly contends that “the industry needs new research 
and tools that will lead to more efficient and successful 
development and testing of drugs” and “better ways to 
evaluate safety and to figure out at an early stage if the 
product is working.3 The FDA Critical path relies on two 
key premises: (1) imaging is a key technology for assess-
ing and accelerating the development of, and guiding the 
use of new therapeutic options; and (2) synergy between 
current drug/biologics development programs and cur-
rent imaging techniques can be created for drug/biologics 
development to work in a more cost-effective manner.4,5 It 
is expected that the implementation of this ‘path’ could cut 
the time of drug development by more than half – creating 
a dramatic improvement in the rate at which new drugs 
can be brought into clinical use, while also making the 
development cycle more economical.  

Molecular imaging promises to reduce the cost of 
drug discovery and development by providing an objec-
tively measured indicator for changes in the biological 
processes in response to therapy; molecular imaging bio-
markers can potentially substitute for clinical end points.6 

Imaging biomarker-based surrogate end points could 
predict benefit from therapy, and thereby help stratify 
and select patients for clinical drug trials, optimize the 
response rate and decrease side effects.  

After summarizing the basic principles and modalities 
of molecular imaging, this article will describe new initia-
tives and developments in this field in Canadian governe-
ment laboratories and how these innovations are impact-
ing Canadian biopharma sector.    

Basic principles of molecular Imaging 
modalities

Radionuclide imaging
Positron emission tomography (PET) records high-

energy γ-rays emitted from within the subject. Positron-
emitting isotopes frequently used include 15O, 13N, 11C, 
and 18F, the latter used as a substitute for hydrogen. Other 
less commonly used positron emitters include 14O, 64Cu, 
62Cu, 124I, 76Br, 82Rb, and 68Ga. Most of these isotopes are 
produced in a cyclotron (but some can be produced using 
a generator (e.g., 68Ga, 82Rb). Labeled molecular probes or 
radiotracers are introduced into the subject, and PET imag-
ing then follows the bio-distribution and concentration 
of the injected molecules. Many of the positron-emitting 
isotopes used have relatively short half-lives (e.g., 18F has 
t1/2 = 110 min), so that the chemical reactions leading to 
incorporation of the isotope into the parent molecule and 
subsequent introduction into the subject must take place 

relatively quickly.7 β-Emitting isotopes (e.g., 99mTc, 111In, 
123I, 131I) can also be used for imaging living subjects but 
require different types of scanners known as gamma cam-
eras, which when rotated around the subject (then known 
as single photon emission computed tomography, SPECT), 
can result in production of tomographic images. The sen-
sitivity of PET is relatively high (pico-mole/L range), and is 
independent of the location depth of the reporter probe. 
Typically, several million cells accumulating the radioligand 
have to be in relatively close proximity to a PET scanner to 
be recorded as a distinct entity relative to the background. 
In SPECT, collimator design is always a compromise be-
tween spatial resolution and sensitivity: reducing the size 
of the holes or using longer septae improves spatial resolu-
tion but reduces sensitivity at the same time. PET is there-
fore at least a log order more sensitive than SPECT. 

PET and SPECT imaging remain the gold standard 
for molecular imaging and promise to position molecu-
lar medicine as an essential tool in providing the highest 
standards of patient care around the world.8 A recent study 
demonstrated that physicians changed their intended 
patient management in 40% of cases when given the ad-
ditional advantage of using PET imaging.9 

The ability to perform translational research from a 
cell culture setting to preclinical animal models to clinical 
applications is one of the most unique and powerful fea-
tures of PET technology. Molecular imaging with PET and 
SPECT may be considered valuable in 4 main areas which 
are of high interest to pharmaceutical companies: (1) 
providing the therapeutic rationale for drugs; (2) rational 
drug dosing; (3) radiolabeling of candidate drugs; and (4) 
studies of the mechanisms of action.10 

Magnetic resonance Imaging (MRI)
MRI uses radio-frequency pulses and magnetic fields 

to obtain signals from changes in nuclear magnetic mo-
ments. Specifically, as the alignment and relaxation of pro-
tons occur in response to pulsed radio-frequencies, char-
acteristic relaxation times can be measured, most notably 
T1 (the longitudinal relaxation time) and T2 (the transverse 
relaxation time). MRI has two particular advantages over 
techniques that involve the use of radionuclides or optical 
probes: higher spatial resolution (micrometers rather than 
millimeters) and the fact that physiological and anatomi-
cal information can be extracted simultaneously. However, 
MRI is several magnitudes less sensitive than radionuclide 
and optical techniques, which offer higher levels of sen-
sitivity for imaging relatively low levels of reporter probe 
(as low as  picomole of radiolabeled substrate for PET, 
and femtomolar range for optical imaging). Current lack 
of probe sensitivity is characterized as the “Achilles’ heel” 
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of MRI. Another technique based on the same principle 
as MRI, but providing a greater degree of molecular char-
acterization is magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), 
where spectroscopic profiles of the chemical constituents 
within a sample are obtained.11 

Optical Imaging
Progress in optical molecular imaging strategies 

has come from the recent development of targeted bio-
luminescence probes, near-infrared (NIR) fluorophores, 
activatable NIR fluorophores, and red-shifted fluorescent 
proteins.12,13 Optical imaging allows for a relatively low-cost 
alternative to studying reporter gene expression in small 
animal models. In contrast to fluorescence imaging in the 
visible light range, the use of the NIR spectrum in the 700–
900-nm range maximizes tissue penetration and minimizes 
autofluorescence from non-target tissue. This is because 
hemoglobin and water, the major absorbers of visible and 
infrared light, respectively, have their lowest absorption co-
efficients in the NIR region. Optical imaging offers several 
advantages over other technologies for molecular investi-
gations in small animals and, to a lesser extent, in humans. 
It is easy to use, a number of highly sensitive benchtop 
fluorescent probes such as the FDA approved, indocyanine 
green (ICG) have the potential for biocompatibility, there is 
no need for ionizing radiation, and the equipment is rela-
tively inexpensive. Recently, we developed novel optical 
molecular imaging techniques for early diagnosis of renal 
failure non-invasively and for detection of blood brain bar-
rier disruption after stroke.14,15 A notable theoretical advan-
tage of optical techniques is the fact that multiple probes 
with different spectral characteristics could potentially 
be used for multi-channel imaging. Therefore, it does not 
come as a surprise that optical molecular imaging is the 
fastest growing modality in medical research.

Computed tomography imaging (CT)
Images in CT are obtained when component tissues 

differentially absorb X-rays as they pass through the body 
Unlike MRI, CT has relatively poor soft tissue contrast, 
often making it necessary to administer iodinated contrast 
media to delineate organs or tumors. In its present use, CT 
is not a “molecular” imaging technique per se, but instead, 
dedicated high-resolution CT scanners are available for 
anatomical imaging, thus complementing the functional 
information obtained by other modalities discussed above. 

Indeed, combining the strengths of morphologi-
cal/anatomical and molecular imaging modalities (using 
multimodality hardware and/or co-registration post-ac-
quisition processing) allows the detection of pathophysi-
ological changes in early disease phases at high structural 
resolution.16 

Personalized Medicine: the Rise of 
Molecular Medicine

One of the most important paradigm shifts in con-
temporary medicine is the trend toward individualized or 
personalized medicine. Current therapies are, for the most 
part, based on an ‘‘average patient’’ and not on individual-
specific metrics. Personalized medicine, as it’s referred to 
by the Society of Nuclear Medicine, is tailored medical 
treatment based on a person’s unique molecular profile 
for the detection, treatment or prevention of disease. 
Personalized medicine is more complex than ‘‘the right 
agent for the right patient’’. For example, in oncology, 
targeted anti-cancer drugs are prescribed to patients who 
have been demonstrated to express the target receptor in 
excised tumor specimen. In fact, majority of approved tar-
geted anti-cancer biologics require documented presence 
of the target in their product labeling. However, this has 
not necessarily translated into greater efficacy. One exam-
ple can be found in breast cancer with Herceptin, which, in 
the 30% of breast cancer patients who are HER2-positive, 
is effective in only 30% (resulting in a 9% response among 
all patients with breast cancer). This relatively low response 
rate is compounded by significant rates of cardiotoxicity 
(18%). Other examples include Avastin and Erbitux, with 
10% and 15% response rates, respectively, in patients with 
metastatic colon cancer. Because patients have different 
genetic makeup and cancers can be molecularly different 
within the same patient, the number of potential variables 
is difficult to analyze and control. The imaging industry, 
pharmaceutical companies, and regulatory agencies all 
consider molecular imaging as critical to personalized 
medicine, as it can enable longitudinal assessment of 
molecular variables and guide individualized treatments to 
optimize response and minimize toxicity.17  

The search for imaging biomarkers

A biomarker is defined as a physical sign or laboratory 
measurement that occurs in association with a patho-
logical process and that has putative diagnostic and/or 
prognostic utility. A biomarker that is expected to predict 
the effect of a therapeutic intervention and is intended to 
serve as a substitute for a clinical end point for regulatory 
decision making is called surrogate end point.4 In this con-
text, imaging biomarkers may be defined as any anatomi-
cal, physiological, biochemical or molecular parameter that 
is detectable by one or more imaging modalities used to 
establish the presence and/or severity of disease.18,19

Biomarkers have an increasing number of applica-
tions in early development of drugs. Among the preclini-
cal uses are in vivo confirmation of activity, exploration 
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of exposure/response relationships, and selection of lead 
candidates for clinical testing. In clinical trials Phase I 
and II, biomarkers can be used to establish the presence 
of the drug candidate in the target, establish the extent 
of target coverage, stratify study populations, evaluate 
clinical and safety issues, assist in dose selection, and 
provide valuable data supporting the GO/No-GO decision 
to continue development. In phase III, biomarker can be 
used to further stratify study populations, conduct efficacy 
and safety analysis, and supply information that supports 
documentation for regulatory approval. In post-marketing 
phase biomarkers can differentiate responders from non-
responders, identify new indications, confirm diagnosis, 
assess safety, and monitor response to provide prognostic 
indices.20,21 

However, all new imaging biomarkers need to under-
go a rigorous validation process from cells through animal 
experiments to clinical trials. This pathway is time-consum-
ing and expensive, and innovative approaches are needed 
to make this process more efficient. In fact, validated 
biomarkers applied routinely in clinical practice are rare; 
for example, the lack of adequate surrogate endpoints for 
Alzheimer’s disease is considered one of the main reasons 
for the very limited venture capital investment in this 
area.22

Molecular Imaging at the National 
Research Council of Canada 

Discovery and validation of disease-selective/predic-
tive imaging biomarkers, as well as new molecular imaging 
techniques and agents is fundamentally interdisciplinary 
process and often requires collaborations among biop-
harmaceutical industry, academic institutions, govern-
ment R&D, regulatory organizations and hospital centers. 
The National Research Council of Canada (NRC) is the 
Government of Canada’s premier organization for R&D 
with the mandate to undertake, assist and promote scien-
tific and industrial research in fields of critical importance 
to Canada and to provide vital scientific and technological 
services to the research and industrial communities. NRC’s 
strategic goal is to contribute to the global competitive-
ness of Canadian industry in key sectors, including biop-
harma sector. 

To respond to the challenge of chronic disease affect-
ing ageing Canadian population - demographics predict 
that these diseases will reach an epidemic proportion in 
the next 20 years. NRC has mobilized interdisciplinary ex-
pertise from its institutes of Life Sciences, Physical Sciences 
and Engineering Sciences portfolios and has partnered 
with Canadian biopharmaceutical sector companies and 

universities to jointly develop new generation of molecular 
imaging tools and approaches for early diagnosis and im-
proved management of chronic cardiovascular and neuro-
degenerative diseases and cancer.

The objective of the molecular imaging initiative at 
the NRC is to discover and validate novel imaging bio-
markers and to develop new molecular imaging tools and 
techniques applicable to molecular imaging at the vast 
spectrum of scales – from single molecules to whole bod-
ies.  The initiative is focused on developing versatile plat-
form technologies for image-guided therapeutic delivery 
that could be ‘adapted’ to various molecular targets and 
diseases and translated from pre-clinical studies to clinical 
applications. 

To accomplish these goals, NRC has integrated exper-
tise, core capacities and technologies critical for the devel-
opment pipeline, including a) disease biomarker discovery 
and validation (NRC Institute for Biological Sciences (NRC-
IBS) and NRC Biotechnology Research Institute (NRC-BRI)), 
b) development of targeting moieties through antibody, 
peptide and protein engineering (NRC-IBS, NRC-BRI), c) 
development of nanoparticle carriers and contrast agents 
(NRC Steacie Institute for Molecular Sciences (NRC-SIMS) 
and NRC Industrial Materials Institute (NRC-IMI)), d) de-
velopment of advanced imaging tools and approaches 
for cell and tissue imaging (NRC-SIMS and NRC Institute 
for National Measurement Standards (NRC-INMS)) and in 
vivo imaging of animals and patients (NRC-IBS and NRC 
Institute for Biodiagnostics (NRC-IBD)), and e) infrastruc-
ture and programs to support the discovery and develop-
ment of molecular imaging diagnostics.

Nano-scale imaging of disease-related cellular pro-
cesses is conducted at NRC-SIMS.  Despite many advan-
tages of fluorescence microscopy methods for cellular 
imaging, the spatial resolution with traditional lens-based 
optics and visible wavelengths is limited by diffraction to 
~300 nm.  Near field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) 
and atomic force microscopy (AFM) used by NRC-SIMS 
allow direct visualization of protein clusters and mem-
brane microdomains that are too small to be resolved 
with conventional fluorescence microscopy.  NSOM has an 
added advantage of being sensitive only to fluorophores 
that are close to the probe. Dr. Linda Johnston, from 
NRC-SIMS explains that, “these two factors can provide 
a significant advantage for imaging proteins in cellular 
membranes and for understanding how membrane com-
partmentalization helps to regulate cell signaling.”  Recent 
collaborative studies between NRC-SIMS and NRC-IBS have 
demonstrated the utility of NSOM for localizing nanoscale 
clusters of the cancer target, epidermal growth factor 
receptor, within distinct membrane domains such as rafts 
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What has changed in USP <61>?
USP <61> Microbial Enumeration Tests

The testing for Total Aerobic Microbial Count and Total Yeast and Molds Count has not been changed and remains 
in general chapter <61>. However, this chapter has been significantly modified with the removal of the tests for P. 
Aeruginosa, S. Aureus, E. Coli and Salmonella from general chapter <61> altogether although they remain as they 
were in general chapter <62>. The organisms and test procedures in general chapter <62> have now become the 
procedures by which the above organisms must be evaluated. The tests may or may not be using the same media as 
they were in general chapter <61> so a careful evaluation of your existing Preparatory Test report is necessary to ensure 
you still comply.  If your Preparatory Test was performed following the procedures in general chapter <62>, it is still 
valid and no further work is necessary but, if it was performed following general chapter <61>, it may no longer be 
valid and require repeating to comply with general chapter <62>.

QCL - Quality Compliance Laboratories Inc. performs a wide variety of USP 
microbiological tests on pharmaceutical and nutraceutical raw materials, intermediates 
and products in compliance with cGMP regulations. We are recommending to our clients 
that they reevaluate the applicability of the Preparatory Tests they currently have on file 
in light of these new harmonized requirements. QCL stands ready to reevaluate your 
samples by repeating the suitability testing of the method and applying the procedures 
under general chapter <62>.

Toll Free: 1.877.305.0998         www.QCtest.com

11-145 Konrad Cresent, Markham, Ontario  L3R 9T9
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and caveolae, providing critical information on the molecu-
lar interactions that control the action of this membrane 
receptor in both normal and disease states.23 Such high res-
olution imaging tools have potential applications for high 
content screening in which various imaging modalities are 
used to measure effects of drugs on cellular pathways at 
the single cell level. (Figure 1 – Nanoscale imaging)

FIGURE.1: Nanoscale fluorescence imaging. Left panel: 
Confocal microscopy image of HeLa cells immunostained 
with EGFR (red) and Lipid rafts (green). Right panel shows 
NSOM images of HeLa cells immunostained for EGFR. 
Histogram showing the distribution of nano-cluster sizes 
for the NSOM image. (courtesy of Dr. Linda Johnston, NRC-
SIMS)

One technology that continues to excel in this regard 
and enables discoveries at the molecular level is mass 
spectrometry imaging, a technology that brings extraor-
dinarily powerful capabilities to the research laboratory in 
that it allows images to be acquired at specific molecular 
weights. Mass spectroscopy imaging capacities at NRC 
include laser blast ICP MS (NRC-INMS) for tissue imaging 
of trace elements and contrast nanoparticles (Gd and iron) 
and MALDI-MS (NRC-IBS) for tissue imaging of biomole-
cules (peptides, lipids, drugs, sugars). Combination of these 
techniques permits simultaneous quantitative analyses of 
injected contrast agent or drug biodistribution (targeting) 
within tissues and changes of targeted biomarker in the 
contest of disease process.  

In vivo imaging at NRC develops and uses several 
state-of-the-art imaging technologies including small-

animal time-domain in vivo optical imaging (eXplore Optix 
MX2) coupled to in vivo pre-clinical micro-computed 
tomography scanner (microCT) (NRC-IBS) and high reso-
lution and functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
(NRC-IBD). The integrated program also provides image 
reconstruction, 3D display, co-registration/fusion, and 
quantitative image analysis and bioinformatics. (Figure 2 
– Atherosclerosis molecular imaging) “The recent develop-
ments in the fields of nanotechnology, molecular biology 
micro-robotics and imaging technology have enabled 
magnetic resonance imaging at a molecular level. However 
MRI technique, particularly in the application to early 
cancer detection, demands the newest MR technology. In 
particular the acquisition of very high resolution images 
in a very short time is essential. Therefore the application 
of recently developed parallel imaging techniques, multi-
receive MR technology and optimized imaging sequences 
are all needed. Furthermore very strong superconductive 
magnets must be used”, explains Dr. Boguslaw Tomanek 
from the NRC-IBD. NRC molecular imaging initiative part-
ners with academic and industrial collaborators to access 
positron emission tomography (PET) and single-photon-
emission computed tomography (SPECT) facilities. 

FIGURE. 2: Multi-modality molecular imaging and early 
detection of atherosclerosis in ApoE k/o mice.

The program on novel multi-modal imaging agents 
against validated biomarkers for brain diseases and cancer 
exploits unique NRC expertise in nanoparticle synthesis 
and functionalization.  NRC-SIMS has developed stable 
self-assembled phospholipid bilayers forming spherical 
unilamellar vesicles (ULVs) as nano-carriers for imaging and 
drug payloads. “We are in the process of revolutionizing 
drug delivery and imaging technologies through the im-
plementation of targeted, self-assembled nanoparticles 
capable of simultaneously treating and imaging disease. 
These self-assembled nanoparticles are made up exclu-
sively of commonly available low cost phospholipids. In 
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contrast to lipid based nanoparticles produced by tradi-
tional extrusion and sonication methods, they are highly 
stable (i.e., both shelf-life and extended in vivo circulation) 
and are suitable for industrial scale production” explains 
Dr. John Katsaras, from the NRC Canadian Neutron Beam 
Center.  “The NRC Industrial Material Institute (NRC-IMI) 
is developing methods aimed at synthesizing multifunc-
tional nano-probes such as nanoparticles and nanowires 
having, both magnetic and fluorescent properties. These 
nanoprobes (as shown in Figure 3) can be chemically 
modified to enable attachment of biomolecules for a wide 
variety of applications including in vivo molecular imaging, 
biosensing, and drug delivery” says Dr. Teodor Veres, NRC-
IMI.  

FIGURE.3: Electron microscopy image of Fe3O4/SiO2 core/
shell magnetic nanoparticles suitable for molecular MRI 
imaging. (Courtesy of Dr. Teodor Veres, NRC-IMI)

The ULVs and nanoprobes are targeted to molecular 
recognition sites in the body (tumor, blood vessel, brain) 
using proprietary NRC-IBS single domain antibodies,  the 
smallest known antibody fragments (MW-13kD). They can 
also be functionalized for multi-modal imaging and loaded 
with therapeutic drug payloads. “Delivery of therapeu-
tic and imaging payloads across the blood-brain barrier 
remains a major hurdle for emerging biopharmaceutical-
based treatments of neurodegenerative diseases and brain 
cancer. NRC-IBS has developed single domain antibodies 
capable of carrying imaging agents, nanoparticles, drugs 
and biologics across the BBB, opening vast new possibili-
ties for integration of molecular imaging and treatment of 
these chronic and devastating conditions’ comments Dr. 
Danica Stanimirovic, Director of Neurobiology Program at 
NRC-IBS.

Recently, in collaboration with the University of 
Calgary, NRC institutes engaged in Molecular Imaging 

Initiative obtained a multi-center CIHR funding to establish 
molecular imaging program for the central nervous system 
(CNS) neoplasms. Brain tumors are among the most devas-
tating cancers; due to high molecular variability and high 
recurrence rates, the mean survival over the past 30 years 
has remained unchanged, at only 50 weeks. Non-invasive 
molecular grading of CNS neoplasms would ensure more 
accurate diagnosis and individualized therapies. The objec-
tive of the program is to achieve this molecular grading 
and identification of invading tumors by exploiting new 
biomarkers and by developing molecular imaging ap-
proaches  for optical and MRI modalities. (Figure 4 – brain 
cancer molecular imaging).

FIGURE.4: Multi-modality molecular imaging of brain 
tumor showing extensive angiogenesis in the brain tumor 
region.

NRC Molecular imaging initiative engages 
Canadian Biopharma sector

Pharmaceutical companies apply in vivo molecular 
imaging techniques to speed drug development and 
testing in hope of reducing costs and time to market.  In 
particular, pharmaceutical companies are expecting to 
benefit from molecular imaging in three areas: 1) exploit-
ing a noninvasive approach to acquire quantifiable, objec-
tive assessments of drug targets, drug performance at the 
molecular level and pharmacokinetic and pharmacody-
namic activity, 2) using imaging data as a component of 
the evidence for regulatory approval (surrogate endpoint) 
by Health Canada and FDA, and 3) enriching the popula-
tion of clinical trials with likely responders. 

Moreover, If a molecular imaging agent works well 
as a biomarker that helps to substantiate use of a drug in 
treatment and ultimately quantify the benefits and refine 
the regimen, then similar utility as a biomarker might 

Seeing is Believing
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apply in the commercial space as a diagnostic. Therefore, 
the diagnostics industry is interested in partnering to take 
that biomarker from the R&D space into the clinic as a com-
mercial diagnostic agent when it is included in the labeling 
for a drug. For example, part of GE Healthcare’s strategy 
to accelerate the development of new therapeutics in-
cludes providing pharmaceutical companies the access to 
novel molecular imaging agents to assess the impact of 
potential drugs in animal models and, when appropriate, 
human subjects. Therefore, a new era of industry “pre-
competitive” collaboration model will continue to evolve 
as pharmaceutical, diagnostics and medical device compa-
nies work together on the development of new molecular 
diagnostic tools and molecular imaging agents to improve 
predictability and efficiency in the process of developing 
more effective, more affordable, and safer therapeutics for 
patients.

Canadian context
The bulk of Canadian biopharmaceutical industry is 

composed of small and medium biotech companies that 
represent half of the whole Canadian biotech industry.  
Despite its enviable position with respect to the num-
ber of biotech firms, Canada biotechnology industry is 
threatened by the significant investments other countries 
have made in this sector.  Moreover, Canadian companies 
tend to have on average, lower market capitalization.  
Altogether Canadian biotech industry generated US$2.7B 
in revenue in 2007 and raised US$1B in new funding.24 In 
2007, the market capitalization of public Canadian bio-
tech firms amounted to US$11B. Canadian companies are 
mostly active at the earlier stages of drug development, 
with a third that have not yet initiated clinical trials. Our 
analysis (provided by the NRC-CISTI) reveals that over the 
past 8 years (2000-2008) NRC’s life science institutes have 
interacted with 37% of the 179 Canadian companies 
that develop therapeutics. This indicates the active role 
NRC is playing in the Canadian biopharmaceutical sector. 

NRC’s effort in developing technologies, facilities and 
expertise in molecular imaging is targeted to Canadian 
biopharma sector and its unique needs; benefits these 
initiatives are offering to Canadian companies are outlined 
in few examples below.

NRC-IBS and Advanced Research Technologies-ART 
Inc. have established a two-year partnership in service, re-
search and development agreements. ART Inc., a Canadian 
company based in Montreal, is a leader in optical molecular 
imaging and medical diagnostics for the healthcare and 
pharmaceutical industries. In collaboration with NRC-IBS, 
new diagnostic applications for the ART’s time-domain 
optical pre-clinical imager eXplore Optix™, for detection 

of stroke, atherosclerosis and acute renal failure have been 
developed and adopted by ART as white papers. According 
to Mr. Mario Khayat, Vice President of Advanced Research 
Technologies “ART, Advanced Research Technologies, has 
been working with Dr Abulrob and his team at the NRC’s 
IBS since 2006. This extensively fruitful collaboration has 
provided ART with access to world class resources in the 
fields of molecular imaging and biomarker development 
that would otherwise have been impossible to access 
through a single partnership.”

Bioprospecting NB Inc., an early stage drug develop-
ment company from Sackville, NB, that develops peptide-
based therapeutics for chronic pain and cancer, generated 
important pre-clinical data on pharmacokinetics and 
biodistribution of their lead compounds in collaboration 
with NRC-IBS using optical molecular imaging as a sur-
rogate end-point. According to Dr. Jack Stewart, Chief 
Scientific Officer of Bioprospecting “The team at NRC 
Institute of Biological Sciences (Ottawa) addressed two 
questions we brought to them concerning a new drug 
candidate BioProspecting NB, Inc. is developing.  First, we 
wanted to determine a bio-distribution profile of our lead 
candidate for ovarian cancer.  Our second question was 
whether or not our lead candidate and backup cross or 
damage the blood brain barrier. The proposed solutions to 
these questions were to tag our peptides with Cy5.5 which 
provided a signal when scanned with a near-infrared emit-
ting laser.  The advantage was that the tagged peptides 
could be tracked in live animals over time by non-invasive 
imaging.  The insights from the results of this imaging 
work allowed us to expand our drug development plan 
to include unexpected and stronger indications for ovar-
ian oncology (among other types). On a final note, the 
discussions with the team were highly constructive and 
professional leading to further invaluable insights into our 
program. We are now contemplating using this technology 
to examine longer term, multiple dosing with these proven 
molecular markers”.

AngioChem is a Canadian clinical-stage biotechnology 
company dedicated to creating and developing new drugs 
to treat brain diseases. AngioChem’s platform technology 
enables delivery of drug candidates to the brain. External 
validation of Angichem technology was undertaken in 
R&D collaboration with NRC-IBS using molecular imag-
ing techniques in brain cancer animal disease model. 
According to Dr. Reinhard Gabathuler, Chief Scientific 
Officer of Angiochem “‘in vivo imaging and ex vivo imag-
ing of the brain performed at NRC-IBS confirmed that 
our vector peptide Angiopep2 conjugated to a fluores-
cent marker cy5.5 is transported very rapidly in the brain 
parenchyma and co-localized with markers of the neurons 
and astrocytes. Visualization of our conjugates in the brain 
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parenchyma and kinetic uptake studies were very convinc-
ing. This external validation of our platform technology 
which allows transport of various molecules across the BBB 
is very important for our company and for further product 
development in CNS disorders and brain cancers’. 

Acknowledgements: We would like to thank Mr. Tom 
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Regulatory Requirements for Cleaning 
Validation

Cleaning validation became a major issue in the early 
1990s. One major incident involving contamination of a 
drug product by pesticide residue was just one of many 
problems which caused the FDA to take notice of the lack 
of cleaning validation in the pharmaceutical industry. 
The bulk active drug manufacturers cleaned their pro-
cess equipment using a solvent reclaimed from pesticide 
manufacturing. This was attributed to a poorly controlled 
cleaning process and procedure. A series of events have 
occurred subs equently, which have brought us to the cur-
rent regulatory state of cleaning and the requirement for 
cleaning validation .

The importance of cleaning with respect to regulatory 
compliance with the cGMP is well established in the CFR. 
These regulations outline the requirements for cleaning, 
maintaining, and sanitizing processing equipment and 
utensils (CFR Title 21 Section 2 11.67). The FDA guideline 
on cleaning validation is another example of the Agency 
placing a high importance on cleaning validation. With the 
increasing acceptance of multi-use manufacturing facili-
ties, cleaning becomes an issue of even greater impor-
tance. A series of events subsequently occurred, which 
have brought us to the current regulatory state of cleaning 
and the requirement for cleaning validation. They are:

Current Good Manufacturing Practices Regulations   
(cGMPs), 1978
F D A’s    Guide to Inspection of Bulk Pharmaceutical 
Chemicals, September 1991
The Barr Court Decision (U.S. versus Barr   
Laboratories), February 1993
FDA’s Mid-Atlantic Region Inspection    Guide for 

Cleaning Validation July 1993
FDA’s guidance for Industry    Manufacturing, 
Processing, or Holding Active Pharmaceutical 
Ingredients

The regulatory requirements for cleaning validation 
have always been an FDA requirement. It was not until 
1993, with the Barr decision that it became the focal point 
of the pharmaceutical industry. Industry requested more 
guidance from the FDA and in doing so, the 1993 Mid-
Atlantic Region Inspection Guide for Cleaning Validation 
was issued.

Let’s examine these documents in some detail, par-
ticularly from the standpoint of cleaning.

Current Good Manufacturing Practice 
Regulations

§ 211.63 Equipment Design, Size, and Location
Equipment used in the manufacture, processing, 

packing, or holding of a drug product shall be of appropri-
ate design, adequate size, and suitably located to facilitate 
operations for its intended use and for its cleaning and 
maintenance.

§ 211.67 Equipment Cleaning and Maintenance
•  Equipment and utensils shall be cleaned, main-

tained, and sanitized at appropriate intervals to prevent 
malfunctions or contamination that would alter the safety, 
identity, strength, quality, or purity of the drug product 
beyond the official or other established requirements.

•   Written procedures shall be established and fol-
lowed for cleaning and maintenance of equipment, includ-

Cleaning Validation
for the Biotechnology and Biological Industries

PART III

Cleaning Validation

By David W. Vincent
Validation Technologies Inc.
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ing utensils, used in the manufacture, processing, pack-
ing, or holding of a drug product. These procedures shall 
include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following:

Assignment of responsibility for cleaning and 1. 
maintaining equipment
Maintenance and cleaning schedules, including 2. 
sanitizing schedules
A description in sufficient detail of the methods, 3. 
equipment, and materials used in cleaning and 
maintenance operations, and the methods of 
disassembling and reassembling equipment 
as necessary to assure proper cleaning and 
maintenance
Removal or obliteration of previous batch 4. 
identification
Protection of clean equipment from contamination 5. 
prior to use
Inspection of equipment for cleanliness 6. 
immediately before use

•    Records shall be kept of maintenance, cleaning, 
sanitizing, and inspection as specified in 211.180 and 
211.182.

§ 211.182 Equipment cleaning and Use Log
A written record of major equipment cleaning, main-

tenance (except routine maintenance such as lubrication 
and adjustments), and use shall be included in individual 
equipment logs that show the date, time, product, and lot 
number of each batch processed. If equipment is dedi-
cated to manufacture of one product, then individual 
equipment logs are not required, provided that lots or 
batches of such product follow in numerical order and 
are manufactured in numerical sequence. In cases where 
dedicated equipment is employed, the records of cleaning, 
maintenance, and use shall be part of the batch record. 
The persons performing and double-checking the clean-
ing and maintenance shall date and sign or initial the log 
indicating that the work was performed. Entries in the log 
shall be in chronological order.

Guide to Inspection of Bulk Pharmaceutical 
Chemicals Reference Materials and Training 
Aid for Investigators, September 1991

The following excerpts are from the Guide to Inspection 
of Bulk Pharmaceutical Chemicals published by the FDA. 
Please keep in mind that the following publication is a 
guide, which the FDA provides to its inspectors, instructing 
them on how to conduct an inspection of a bulk chemical 
manufacturing facility and what to look for.

Part II, Equipment (e): Cleaning of Product Contact 
Surfaces

Cleaning of multiple use equipment is an area where 
validation must be carried out. The manufacturer should 
have determined the degree of effectiveness of the clean-
ing procedure for each Bulk Pharmaceutical Chemical 
(BPC) or intermediate used in that particular piece of 
equipment.

Validation data should verify that the cleaning process 
will remove residue to an acceptable level. However, it may 
not be possible to remove absolutely every trace of mate-
rial, even with a reasonable number of cleaning cycles. 
Specific inspection coverage for cleaning should include:

Detailed Cleaning Procedure
There should be a written equipment cleaning proce-

dure that provides details of what should be done and ma-
terials to be utilized. Some manufacturers list the specific 
solvent for each BPC and intermediate.

For stationary vessels, often Clean-In-Place (CIP) 
apparatus may be encountered. For evaluation of these 
systems, diagrams will be necessary, along with identifica-
tion of specific valves.

Sampling Plan
After cleaning, there should be some periodic testing 

to assure that the surface has been cleaned to a validated 
level. One common method is the analysis of the final rinse 
or solvent for the presence of the substance last used in 
that piece of equipment. There should always be a specific 
analytical determination for such a residual substance.

Analytical Method/Cleaning Limits
Part of the answer to the question, ‘How clean is 

clean?’ is, ‘How good is your analytical system?’ The sensi-
tivity of modern analytical apparatus has lowered some 
detection thresholds from parts per million down to parts 
per-billion.

The residue limits established for each piece of appa-
ratus should be practical, achievable, and verifiable. When 
reviewing these limits, ascertain the rationale for estab-
lishment at that level. The manufacturer should be able to 
document by means of data that the residual level permit-
ted is scientifically sound.

Another factor to consider is the possible nonunifor-
mity of the residue. If residue is found, it may not neces-
sarily be at the maximum detectable level due to random 
sampling, such as taking a swab from a limited area on that 
piece of equipment.

Cleaning Validation
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The Barr Court Decision (U.S. versus Barr 
Laboratories), February 1993

The main cleaning issue, which emerged from the 
Barr court decision, pertains to cleaning agents such as 
soaps and detergents. It is apparent that Judge Wolin is 
interpreting the cGMPs to require that cleaning agents are 
identified and that they must also test for the presence of 
cleaning agent residues. The main effect of this decision 
was to create a precedent for the present requirements for 
cleaning validation.

Guide to Inspection of Validation of 
Cleaning Processes, July 19935

Equipment and utensils shall be cleaned to pre-
vent contamination that would alter the safety, identity, 
strength, quality or purity of the drug product beyond the 
official or other set established requirements.

All surfaces that come in contact with products shall 
be clean and free of surface solids, leachable contaminants, 
and other materials that will hasten the deterioration of 
the product or otherwise render it less suitable for the 
intended use.

This is the basic guidance given by the FDA for es-
tablishing a level of cleanliness of equipment and utensils 
used in the production of drug products. This requirement 
has been expanded into bulk drug substances, including 
products derived from the “new” biotechnology by the FDA 
with the statement:

The firm’s rationale for the residue limits 
established should be logical based on the 
manufacturer’s knowledge of the materials 
involved and be practical, achievable, and 
verifiable.

The FDA has drawn the line on establishing more spe-
cific guidance with the statement:

“FDA does not intend to set acceptance 
specifications or methods for determining 
whether a cleaning process is validated. It 
is impractical for FDA to do so due to the 
wide variation in equipment and products 
used throughout the bulk and finished 
dosage form industries.”

Manufacturing, Processing, or Holding 
Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients, March 
1998

Equipment cleaning methods should be validated, 
where appropriate. In general, cleaning validation efforts 
should be directed to situations or process steps where 
contamination or incidental carryover of degradants poses 
the greatest risk to Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API) 
quality and safety. In early synthesis steps, it may be un-
necessary to validate cleaning methods where residues are 
removed by subsequent purification steps.

Validation of cleaning methods should reflect actual 
equipment use patterns. If various APIs or intermediates 
are manufactured in the same equipment and the equip-
ment is cleaned by the same process, a worst-case API 
or intermediate can be selected for purposes of cleaning 
validation. The worst-case selection should be based on a 
combination of potency, toxicity, solubility, stability, and 
difficulty of cleaning.

The cleaning validation protocol should describe the 
equipment to be cleaned, methods, materials, and extent 
of cleaning, parameters to be monitored and controlled, 
and analytical methods. The protocol should also indicate 
the type of samples (rinse, swabs) to be obtained, and how 
they are collected, labeled, and transported to the analyz-
ing laboratory.

Sampling should include swabbing, rinsing, or alter-
native methods (e.g., direct extraction), as appropriate, to 
detect both insoluble and soluble residues. The sampling 
methods used should be capable of quantitatively measur-
ing levels of residues remaining on the equipment surfaces 
after cleaning. Swab sampling may be impractical when 
product contact surfaces are not easily accessible due to 
equipment design and/or process limitations (e.g., inner 
surfaces of hoses, transfer pipes, reactor tanks with small 
ports or handling toxic materials, and small intricate equip-
ment such as micronizers and microfluidizers).

Validated analytical methods sensitive enough to 
detect residuals or contaminants should be in place. The 
detection limit for each analytical method should be suffi-
ciently sensitive to detect the established acceptable level 
of the residue or contaminant. The method’s attainable 
recovery level should be established .

 Residue limits should be practical, achievable, verifi-
able, and based on the most deleterious residue. Limits 
may be established based on the minimum known phar-
macological or physiological activity of the API or its most 
deleterious component.

Cleaning Validation
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Equipment cleaning and sanitization studies should 
address microbiological and endotoxin contamination for 
those processes intended or purported to reduce biobur-
den or endotoxins in the biologic products, or other pro-
cesses where such contamination may be of concern.

Cleaning procedures should be checked by appropri-
ate methods after validation to ensure these procedures 
remain effective when used during routine production. 
Where feasible, equipment should be examined visually for 
cleanliness. This may allow detection of gross contamina-
tion concentrated in small areas that could go undetected 
by analytical verification methods.

The following is a list of actives in order of importance 
that should be include in a cleaning validation program.

Installation and Operational Qualification 
Phase

Prior to validation of the cleaning process within the 
manufacturing facility the critical utilities, CIP system, and 
process equipment should be qualified. The Installation 
Qualification (IQ) and Operational Qualification (OQ) of the 
utilities, CIP system, and processing equipment should be 
successfully executed. This qualification work will provide 
the basis for assurance prior to the cleaning cycle develop-
ment and Performance Qualification (PQ) that the CIP sys-
tem and process were installed and operate as they were 
designed. Successful initial qualification provides the basis 
for subsequent cleaning validation as it assures that the 
cleaning cycles developed will not fail the PQ phase due 
to improper installation or operation of utilities, cleaning, 
or process equipment. During the IQ/OQ phase, all major 
components should be identified and challenged. The de-
velopment of the CIP system control’s software should be 
qualified during the development phase of the software 
and follow the requirements specified by the FDA’s regu-
latory compliance and guidance documents. Usually the 
hardware and software installation are combined in one 
protocol. The function testing of the CIP systems combines 
the verification of the hardware and software to ensure 
they meet the design specification.

Installation Qualification

The installation qualification of the CIP system should 
include a detailed description of the detergent tanks, 
pumps, values, control panel, piping, and any peripheral 
components. The installation is a documented verification 
that all aspects of the installation of the CIP system adhere 
to manufacturer’s recommendations, company specifi-
cations, and design qualification. The description of the 

column should include the following information:

CIP system description
    Manufacturer’s name• 
    Model number• 
    Material of construction• 
    Pressure and temperature rating• 
    Valves and piping description• 
    Spare parts and instrument lists• 

Peripheral equipment such as pH, conductivity, print-
ers, and TOC meters should also be described in detail. 
Other support equipment such as pumps and computer-
ized monitoring systems should also be included in the 
IQ protocol. The protocol should include an installation 
requirement section in which the installation of pipes, 
pumps, and labeling of criteria components are veri-
fied. The documentation section should list and describe 
where any important supporting documents are stored. 
(Drawings, manuals, code requirements, and material 
specifications.)

At a minimum, each section of the protocol should 
include the following information:

System description  
Component summary inspection  
Material of construction  
Documentation  
Drawings  
Instruments list  
Computerized system software and hardware  

System Description: This section of the protocol should 
describe the system and its intended use, system specifi-
cation, and any ancillary components that will be used to 
support the purification process.

Component Summary Inspection: This section of the 
protocol should describe in detail all components of the 
CIP system. This would also include design specification 
and installation requirements for the entire system. It 
should also verify that each major component be tagged 
and labeled for an identified purpose.

Material of Construction: Those components, which 
come in contact with the product, should be described in 
detail. All components of the system, including lubricants, 
valves, and piping, which have a potential for contacting 
the product should be listed.

Documentation: The title and location of all support-
ing documents (manuals, material specifications, spare 

Cleaning Validation
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parts list, etc.) should be listed.

Drawings: All related drawings and schematics for 
the entire system should be listed. These documents are 
valuable when describing the process and also can be used 
during installation, maintenance, and repairs.

Instruments List: The type, model, manufacturer, range, 
and classification (critical, non-critical, or reference) of all 
process instruments should be listed. A critical instrument 
is one whose failure could have direct impact on the final 
product quality output. Critical instruments are important 
because they will be used during the process to make 
important decisions on the system’s performance. Also, 
critical instruments will be calibrated and maintained more 
often than non-critical.

Computerized System Software and Hardware: The 
type, model, manufacturer, and classification (critical, 
non-critical, or reference) of all computerized systems 
components should be listed. The software programs used 
to control the CIP system should include the developers 
and/or manufacturer’s name, revision number, type, and 
serial numbers. All software viewing screens should be 
compared with the design specification to ensure accuracy. 
The following are some of the components that should be 
verified for the computerized system hardware:

Computerized System Hardware Qualification for the CIP 
System

Design/purchase/engineering specifications  
Manufacturer’s recommendations  
Applicable drawings – I/O diagrams, integrate with   
field devices
Applicable national and local standards  
Wiring continuity – point to point  
Electrical grounding  
Noise isolation  
Back-up power – UPS  
Switch/jumper settings  
Loop checks  
Communication interface  

Printers• 
Peripherals• 
Storage devices• 

Detailed interconnection diagrams  
Power requirements  
Fuse requirements  
Security procedures  
 Network hardware and software interface (if   
applicable)
 Environmental requirements  

Software Installation Qualification

The IQ is a documented plan for the performance of 
inspections and the collection of documentation to verify 
static attributes of a system. It is vital that a firm has assur-
ance that computer programs, especially those that control 
manufacturing processing, will consistently perform 
as required to within preestablished operational limits. 
Successful completion of the IQ assures that computerized 
systems are designed and installed in a manner consistent 
with the following:

Software Qualification
Source code availability and verification test• 
Software documentation• 
Manuals and software• 
Software test plan• 
Detailed interconnection diagrams• 
Software design specifications• 
Verification of software standards• 
Functional testing• 
System disruptions• 
Security features• 
Structural testing• 
Compliance to 21 CFR Part 11 (Electronic Records • 
and Signatures)

The IQ will describe what the system is intended to 
do and summarizes all major components of the system. 
A complete analysis of the system is performed prior to 
start-up and a field inspection is performed to check static 
attributes.

Operational Qualification

The operational qualification should verify the func-
tionality of the column and the performance attributes of 
the system during the manufacturing process. It also veri-
fies that the equipment, when assembled and used accord-
ing to standard operating procedures, does in fact perform 
its intended function. The OQ should demonstrate that 
the user has tested the equipment and has found it to be 
functionally acceptable for manufacturing. Depending on 
the complexity or use of the CIP system, the OQ protocol 
should contain some of the following elements:

Installation qualification review  
Instrument calibration review  
Validation test equipment and calibration  
SOP review  
Operational verification  

Computer control functional verification• 

Cleaning Validation
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Instrumentation verification• 
System alarm verification• 
Recorders/detectors• 
Interlocks verification• 
Strip chart recorder test• 
pH monitor and detector test• 
Conductivity test• 
Pump control by flow measurement test• 
Functional testing for cleaning circuits• 
Printer and training verification• 

Installation Qualification Review: The IQ portion of the 
protocol must be completed and in review by the protocol 
director prior to execution of the OQ portion of the proto-
col. The authorization for executing the OQ portion may be 
given prior to the finalization of the IQ, as long as there are 
no installation deviations that affect the performance and 
results of the testing. It is important that the system has 
been installed per manufacturer’s recommendations. This 
ensures that there will be no failures during the OQ, which 
may be attributed to incorrect installation.

Instrument Calibration Review: This section of the pro-
tocol is used to verify that all gauges and/or instruments 
are entered into the facility calibration program, classi-
fied as critical, non-critical, or reference, calibrated using 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
traceable or other appropriate standards, and has a current 
calibration label affixed.

Validation Test Equipment and Calibration: To list the 
validation test equipment requires executing the OQ and 
including the calibration and/or certificate of compliance 
documentation of that equipment as appropriate.

Standard Operating Procedure Review: This section is 
used to verify that applicable written procedures exist and 
are functionally adequate for the operation, maintenance, 
and sanitization of the system. All system-related proce-
dures are identified and listed in the data collection form 
of the protocol. All procedures should be reviewed during 
the protocol execution to determine the accuracy of each 
document. If they are not accurate, they should be updat-
ed with the correct changes and submitted to document 
control for processing.

Operational Verification: This section of the protocol 
will be used to challenge and test each component of the 
CIP system individually and also as an integrated system. 
The following are some tests that will be performed de-
pending on the complexity of the system:

•   Computer Control Functional Verification: If computer 
control is to be used in the operation or cleaning of the 
process equipment, validation of the control software and 
hardware in the system must be addressed. It should be 
shown that the software functions correctly and is protect-
ed from unauthorized alteration. Each logic path should 
be verified and security access should be challenged. The 
ability of the system hardware to perform its assigned task 
should also be shown.

•    Instrumentation Verification: All instruments and 
devices should be tested by simulation, by challeng-
ing the system, or by electronic simulation. This test 
should include the verification of correct instrumentation 
sequencing.

•   System Alarm Verification: All alarms should be 
tested by simulation of “alarm conditions” either by actu-
ally challenging the system or by electronic simulation. 
This test should include the verification of correct alarm se-
quencing. This includes all subcomponents of the system 
such as chart recorders, conductivity, and pH meters, etc.

•   Recorders/Detectors: If the data generated by detec-
tors or recorders is used in the process, then the accept-
able range, limits of linearity response, reaction time, and 
response of each detectors and recorders under normal 
operating parameters should be established. Each detector 
should be standardized before the functional checks are 
performed (pH and conductivity meters).

•   Interlocks Verification: All interlocks should be tested 
by simulation of “interlock conditions” either by actually 
challenging the system or by electronic simulation. This 
test should include the verification of correct interlock 
sequencing.

•   U-Bend Control Panel Verification: All proximity 
switches should be verified to the associated UBend to 
ensure that the proper cleaning cycle has been selected.

•   Pump Control by Flow Measurement Test: Pumps 
should be tested to show that they deliver the correct flow 
rates under normal operating conditions. It is also used 
to verify that the accuracy of the flow controller and the 
pump speed control are functioning correctly.

•   Functional Testing for Cleaning Circuits: During func-
tional or operational testing, each cleaning cycle process 
parameters (time, temperature, flow rates, etc.) are chal-
lenged and monitored. All cleaning circuits are executed as 
per cleaning procedures. This will determine if each clean-
ing cycle has been correctly developed and is reproducible 
each time it is run.

Cleaning Validation
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•   Training Verification: This may be an optional section 
of the protocol but nevertheless it is probably the most 
important selection. Since most CIP systems require vari-
ous degrees of human interaction, it only makes sense to 
verify the training of these interactions. The correct setup 
and operation of the CIP system’s U-Bends and hoses is 
important for ensuring the success of the cleaning process. 
A list containing the names of operators, when they were 
trained, and what procedure they were trained on should 
be documented into the training form.

Tools for Determining Critical Process 
Controls

The goals outlined below identify all necessary re-
quirements that will be developed as a company progress-
es into the cleaning process validation phase. It is essen-
tial that all supporting functions of the cleaning process 
validation program be in place in order to achieve success 
in all the validation efforts.

During the cleaning development process, the follow-
ing techniques should be used to defined critical process 
parameters:

Flow Diagram – The flow diagram provides a conve-
nient basis on which to develop a detailed list of variables 
and responses.

Variables and Responses – The greatest focus during 
development should be directed toward potential criti-
cal variables and responses. Attention should be devoted 
to identifying all potential process control and product 
variables and responses so that all critical aspects can be 
included in the process summary.

Cause - and - Effect Diagram – An efficient represen-
tation of complex relationships between many process 
variables (causes), and single responses (effects) can be 
shown by using cause-and-effect diagrams. A center arrow 
points to a particular single effect. Branches off the central 
arrow lead to boxes representing specific process steps. 
Next, principal factors of each process step that can cause 
or influence the effect are drawn as sub-branches off each 
branch, until a complete cause-and-effect diagram is de-
veloped that is as detailed as possible.

Influence Matrix – Once the variables and responses 
have been identified, it is useful to summarize their rela-
tionships in an influence matrix format (how variables will 
influence the cleaning process). Each process variable is 
evaluated, based on available knowledge, for its potential 
effects on each of the process response or product charac-

teristics. The strength of the relationship between variables 
and responses can be indicated by the following nota-
tion, such as strong (S), moderate (M), weak (W), or none, 
together with special classification such as unknown (?). 
Construction of the influence matrix assists in identifying 
those variables with the greatest influence on key process 
or product characteristics.

Failure Analysis – Functional analysis, Fault Tree 
Analysis (FTA) and Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) 
all provide valuable information and it is beneficial to 
conduct all three. Each provides a diff e rent perspective to 
guide the design of the medical device. Functional analy-
sis emphasizes cost-effective functional requirements. 
Reliability and robust functionality are developed using 
FTA and FMEA.

Fault Tree Analysis

FTA is a top down approach to failure mode analy-
sis. It assumes a system level failure and identifies critical 
failure modes within that system. The undesirable event 
is defined and then traced through the system to identify 
possible causes. One event is addressed at a time and all 
possible causes of that event are considered. The analysis 
proceeds by determining how these system level failures 
can be caused by individual or combined lower level fail-
ures or events. The tree is continued until the subsystem at 
fault is determined. By determining the underlying causes, 
corrective actions can be identified to avoid or diminish 
the effects of the failures. FTA is a great “lead-in” to robust 
experimental design techniques.

Cleaning Matrix

The matrix approach to cleaning validation is useful 
for situations where the process equipment is used for 
multiple products. This approach is convenient for several 
reasons. They enable us to see at a glance what equipment 
is contacted by each of the products. This not only gives 
us an overview for what the potential areas for cross-con-
tamination of one product into another are, but indicates 
any single use equipment for which cleaning might not be 
as great an issue. The cleaning matrices can simplify the 
cleaning validation activities by allowing us to establish 
a logical approach to the cleaning program. The matrices 
approach to cleaning validation can be a useful tool in 
establishing worst-case conditions based on solubility of 
the active in the cleaning solvent, inherent difficulty of the 
cleaning residue, and the toxicity of the active ingredient. 
It can also be used to determine whether a piece of equip-

ment is dedicated or non-dedicated.
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Equipment Product Contact Matrix

The data in Figure 3 comprises a listing of the vessels 
and equipment that are in contact with components.

Cleaning Validation Testing Matrix

The data in Figure 4 comprises a listing of the vessels 
and equipment to be included in the validation testing, 
sampling techniques, and analytical methods to be used.

Development of Cleaning, Sampling, and 
Test Methods

The development of a cleaning sampling and test 
method is probably one of the most critical and difficult 
tasks a company will face during the cleaning validation 
activity.

The FDA’s Guide to Inspections of Cleaning Validation 
Processes lists three of the most commonly used sampling 
techniques, which include rinse samples, direct surface 
sampling, and routine production in process control 
monitoring.

Each of these sampling methods is used in most 
cleaning validation studies. Prior to deciding upon sam-
pling techniques and strategies, it is often useful to de-
termine which key residues associated with the cleaning 
process needs to be sampled. In many cases, it is impor-
tant to identify and characterize residues and determine 
worst-case (hot spots) sampling sites within the processing 
equipment and associated components. When consider-
ing residues that are to be removed during cleaning, the 
interactions that the residues may have with the process 
equipment surfaces must be considered. Process equip-
ment contains materials such as glass, stainless steel, plas-
tic, rubbers, ceramic, and various synthetic components 
that will have different interactions with residues. All of 

Figure 3
Equipment Product Contact Matrix

t n e m p i u q E Buffer 1 Alcohol EtOH/ Buffer 2 NaOH Buffer 3 Product Inactive Inactive WFI City Cleaning
Acetic A Solution B Solution C Water Solution
Acid Residue Residue Residue Acid/Base

4000L X X X X X X
Vessel

2000L X X X X X
Vessel

Column 1 X X X X X X X X X

Column 2 X X X X X X X X

Centrifuge X X X X X
Bowl

Large X X X X X X X X X X
Process
Vessels

Small X X X X X X X X X X
Process
Vessels

Filter X X X X
Housing

150L In- X X X X X X X
v i t c a eT k n a

Ultra- X X X X X
Filtration

Small X X X X X X X X X X
s t n e n o p m o C

Final Bulk X X X X X X
Tanks

Cleaning Validation
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these issues will have a significant effect on the sampling 
technique(s) chosen and, therefore, require thorough con-
sideration. Four of the most common sampling methods 
are as follows:

   1. Final rinse water sampling
   2. Surface sampling
   3. Placebo sampling
   4. Visual inspection

Final Rinse Water Sampling – The sampling and analysis 
of final rinse water is the most commonly used method to 
evaluate process equipment cleanliness. Final rinse water 
provides a good indication of how well a cleaning process 
removes water-soluble contaminants; which often consti-
tute many of the residues encountered in most pharma-
ceutical processes.

Final rinse water data is also helpful in fine-tuning 
cleaning procedures during cycle development. Rinse 

water sampling typically involves the collection of a speci-
fied volume of the CIP cycle pre-rinse and final rinse at a 
point in the piping system where the “last section” of the 
process piping is joined to the CIP return piping system. 
This is often at a transfer panel, U-bends, drain, or valve 
group. This site often presents the worst-case challenge 
because the final rinse water at this point will have contact-
ed all of the processing equipment and piping surfaces in 
the system. It is also the point where surface sampling may 
be difficult to perform. When using rinse water sampling, 
the potential for degradation of the active component in 
the rinse water sample should be considered. If degrada-
tion is a potential problem, either the sample holding time 
prior to analysis must be reduced to an acceptable level or 
the assay method developed must be capable of detecting 
the degradation.7

Final rinse water analyses often include United States 
Pharmacopoeia (USP) purified water chemistry, endotoxin, 

Figure 4

Cleaning Validation Testing Matrix

t n e m p i u q E t n e m p i u q E Rinse Surface Spray Total USP Assay Assay Assay Visual Viable Endo-
Location Water Sample Device c i n a gr O Water 1 2 2 t c e p s n I Micro- toxin

Sample Testing Carbon Testing bial

4000L 1 X X X X X X X X X
Vessel

2000L 2 X X X X X X X X X
Vessel

150L Inactive 3 X X X X X X X X X X X
V l e s s e

Columns 4 X X X X X X X X X

Centrifuge 5 X X X X X X X X
Bowl

Large 6 X X X X X X X X X
Process
Vessels

Small 7 X X X X X X X X
Process
Vessels

Filter 8 X X X X X X X X
Housing

- ar t l U 9 X X X X X X X X
Filtration

Small 10 X X X X X X X X
Components

Final Bulk 11 X X X X X X X X
Tanks
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and bioburden, but it should also include analyzing for the 
active ingredient. It is important to note that rinse water 
sampling to only compendial methods without assaying 
for a specific residue is not acceptable to the regulatory 
agencies. Rinse water sampling, in combination with other 
sampling techniques, can provide a more complete assess-
ment of cleaning efficacy than surface sampling and/or 
visual inspection alone.8

Surface Sampling – Surface sampling is probably one 
of the most commonly used methods for establishing 
the cleanliness of process equipment surfaces. Two of the 
most commonly used surface sampling methods is swabs 
and wipes. The swab sampling is a widely used sampling 
technique that is used for testing product contact surfaces. 
Swab techniques can include the use of a fiber tipped 
swab, absorbent wipe, or a filter disc. The swabs are usually 
saturated with a recovery solvent which causes the disso-
lution as well as physical removal of surface contaminates. 
When using swabs for surface sampling, they should be 
compatible with the active residue. They should not cause 
degradation of the compound and should allow extrac-
tion of the compound for analysis. The recovery solvent 
used for swabbing should provide good solubility for the 
compound and likewise not encourage degradation. The 
following are some major considerations when selecting a 
swab for cleaning validation:

Compatibility with active    
Size  
Flexibility  
Solvent resistance – compatibility with recovery   
solvent
Potential extractable  
Sorption into swab material  
Retention by swab  
Easy to manipulate-physically  
Surface contaminant  

Surface sampling can provide a more complete and 
rigorous indication of cleaning efficacy than final rinse 
water sampling or visual inspection alone. If properly used, 
surface sampling can recover residues and contaminants 
that are either soluble or insoluble in water.

Placebo Sampling – The placebo sampling methods 
can sometimes provide the best simulation of the actual 
production of a subsequent batch of product. Placebo 
sampling is used to detect residues on equipment through 
the processing of a placebo batch during the cleaning 
process and must be validated. Placebos are used to 
demonstrate the lack of carryover to the next product. It is 
important to consider the chemical and physical attributes 
of the placebo you intend to use. The characteristics of the 

process equipment will also have a direct impact on the 
placebo batch size. This method of sampling is not always 
accepted by the regulatory agencies and, in practice, is 
not a favored methodology since placebo batches may be 
almost as expensive as the actual product made.

Visual Inspection – Although not residue specific, the 
visual inspection of equipment and piping surfaces can 
be considered quick and a somewhat effective method of 
detecting dirty surfaces. While not as quantitative as final 
rinse water or surface sampling, visual inspection can pro-
vide a quick and inexpensive assessment of process equip-
ment and piping cleanliness. Visual inspection may also be 
used to verify that there are no areas within the process-
ing equipment and piping systems that contain residues 
that can be seen with the naked eye. Visual inspection of 
equipment should be included as part of the final check 
in a cleaning process and the Quality Assurance (QA) audit 
or monitoring. It should also be the first step in the actual 
manufacturing procedure.

Sampling Method Validation – Once a sampling meth-
od and materials have been identified for given residues, 
they must be validated. This often involves the spiking of 
a representative quantity of in-process material residuals 
on coupons of material similar in physical nature to the 
processing equipment and components, and subsequent 
swabbing and analysis. The sampling validation qualifies 
that the sampling materials and methods are effective in 
recovering a reasonable percentage of the likely residues 
from processing equipment surfaces both prior to and fol-
lowing cleaning.

Analytical Methods Selection

The analytical methods selected for cleaning valida-
tion studies should be sensitive enough to detect and 
quantify residual contaminates that may be present within 
processing equipment following cleaning. The selection 
of an analytical test method is highly dependent upon 
the material being sampled, method used to sample (i.e., 
swabs, rinse solution), the analytical specificity required for 
the test, the level to which the material must be sampled, 
and sampling procedures to be used. All analytical meth-
ods must be validated in conjunction with the sample 
collection/extraction system that is used at the appropri-
ate detection level. It is also important that the analytical 
method chosen be of accurate sensitivity to give meaning-
ful results when it comes to the calculation of acceptance 
limits. There are many important factors for selecting a 
particular analytical method, but whatever one is chosen it 
is important to consider the amount of time and effort that 
will be required to validate those methods. Some common 
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The USP/NF has issued the following statement on their official web site: “Beginning
July 1, 2008, all drug substances, excipients, and products in the USP-NF are subject
to relevant control of residual solvents, even when no test is specified in the individual
monograph.” This is a substantial additional workload for the QA and QC departments
of all users of the USP/NF but QCL has multiple GCs equipped with the relevant head-
space analyzers ready to assist in your compliance with this official requirement delin-
eated in general chapter <467>.

Were you also aware that a continuing stability program is a Regulatory requirement
under the NHP GMP guidelines and that you will be audited for your compliance to this
requirement? If your natural health product stability program is incomplete, QCL has ICH
compliant and qualified stability chambers ready to receive your samples along with the
software to track your studies and the expertise to perform method development, vali-
dation and/or the routine testing necessary to ensure worry free compliance.

Mr. Ronald D. Turton
M.Sc., B. Tech., C. Chem.
Chief Scientific Officer
QCL-Quality Compliance
Laboratories
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approaches to analysis for residual cleaning agents and 
products are:

 Visual inspection of residual contaminates  
Physical testing or residue non-specific assays  
Residue specific assays  

Visual Inspection – Visual inspection can be used for 
excipients, cleaning agents, or product, and is useful for 
determining overall cleanliness of both dedicated and 
non-dedicated process equipment.

Physical Testing or Residue Non-Specific Assays – 
Residue non-specific assays are those that detect and 
quantify groups of compounds by general chemical crite-
ria, such as organic or inorganic, proteinaceous or non-pro-
teinaceous, conductive or non-conductive, light absorbing 
or not, and so on.8 The following is a list of several residue 
non-specific test methods commonly used in pharmaceu-
tical cleaning validation studies.

Conductivity  
pH  
Total organic carbon  
Total dissolved solids  
Colorimetric assays  

Gravimetric  
Visual  

Figure 5 lists the advantages and disadvantages for 
each non-specific test method.

Residue Specific Assays – Residue specific assays detect 
and quantify specific known compounds by analyzing for 
unique characteristics of the compound. These analyti-
cal methods, while unique for each residue, are often the 
same as those used for in-process manufacturing quality 
control testing. Thus, they are seldom developed solely for 
cleaning validation purposes. The most common use of 
residue-specific assays in cleaning validation testing is for 
purposes of demonstrating the removal of one product 
prior to the start of production of another. Residue specific 
assays are also sometimes used to confirm the removal of 
cleaning agents such as surfactants and sequesterants.8 
When using these methods, it is important to qualify the 
swabbing methods and also validate that the recovery 
solvent does not interfere with the assay. The following is 
a list of several residue-specific analytical methods com-
monly used in pharmaceutical cleaning validation studies.

Titration-moderate  
Thin-Layer Chromatography (TLC)  

Figure 5

Advantages and Disadvantages for Each Non-Specific Test Method
Test Methods Advantages Disadvantages

Conductivity • Rapid • Used for water soluble materials only
• Inexpensive • Non-specific
• Can be adaptable for on-line monitoring • Not appropriate for specific validation studies
• Simple to use

pH • Rapid • Used for water soluble materials only
• Inexpensive • Non-specific
• Can be adaptable for on-line monitoring • Not appropriate for specific validation studies
• Simple to use

Total Organic Carbon • Low level detection • Non-specific
• On-line capability • Aqueous soluble samples only
• Rapid turn around time
• Broad spectrum use

Total Dissolved Solids • Rapid • Non-specific
• Inexpensive • Not appropriate for specific validation studies
• Simple to use
• Easily automated

Colorimetric Assays • Rapid • Non-specific
• Inexpensive • Cannot identify or quantify specific proteins

r G a c ir t e m i v • Broad spectr m u • c i f i c e p s - n o N
• e l p m i S
• v i s n e p xe n I e

l a u s i V • Good for general inspection • v i t c e j b u S e
• Fast • Not quantitative
• Can provide immediate results

Cleaning Validation
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High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC)  
Ion Chromatography (IC)  
Spectroscopic techniques  
Enzyme-linked immunosorbant assay  
Electrophoresis  

Figure 6 lists the advantages and disadvantages for 
each specific test method.

Microbial Sample and Culture Methods

These techniques are used to confirm microbial clean-
liness and characterize product bioburden. Sterile swabs 
and/or contact plates from surface samples and rinse 
samples can be used as one sample method for generat-
ing samples for microbial testing. Methods of microbe 
isolation and identification can be the same ones routinely 
used in the microbiology laboratory. Cleaning agents 
should be checked to identify their level of bioburden, if 
any. Endotoxin levels can also be established from rinse 
samples. Interference from cleaning agents and product 
should also be determined when employing any test meth-
ods. Alert levels and/or action levels should be established 

for both methods.

Development of Acceptance Criteria

The selection of a practical but meaningful acceptance 
criterion is one of the most important challenges of the 
cleaning validation study.

The scientific rationale for selection of acceptance 
limits for cleaning validation in the pharmaceutical indus-
try involves determining the impact of the pharmacology 
of the substance being cleaned in conjunction with the 
nature and use of the processing equipment. The following 
are some common parameters for setting residue limits:

Safety factors  
Process capability  
Visible appearance and detection  
Worst-case scenario  
Size of the subsequent product batch and dosage   
unit
Shared equipment surface area  
Potency of products  

Figure 6

Advantages and Disadvantages for Each Specific Test Method
Test Methods Advantages Disadvantages

Titration • Relatively rapid • Moderate sensitivity
• Moderate specificity • Recover validation difficult
• Inexpensive

Thin Layer • Highly specific • Moderate to high sensitivity
Chromatography • Moderately to high sensitivity • Visual endpoint detection in not quantitative

• Relatively inexpensive • Automatic readers are semi-quantitative
• h t g n e L y process to perf r o m sample prepar n o i t a

High Performance • Highly specific • Fairly expensive
Liquid Chromatogr h p a y • Highly quantitative • Long sample turn-around time

• Moderate to high sensitivity
• Equipment and methods widely available

Ion g o t a m o r h C r h p a y • Highly specific • Fairly expensive
• Highly quantitative • Long sample turn-around time
• Highly sensitive • Lengthy process to perf r o m sample prepar n o i t a

Spectroscopic • Moderately to highly specific • Fairly expensive
Techniques • High sensitivity • Requires more technical e e c n e ir e p x

• May be used as a screening method (UV)
or for confir r o t a m y identity (IR)

s i s e r o h p o r t c e l E • Highly specific • Fairly expensive
• Highly quantitative • Requires more technical e e c n e ir e p x
• Highly sensitive

d ek n i L - e m y z n E • Highly specific • V r e y e v i s n e p x e
Immunosorbant Assay • Highly sensitive • Difficult to develop and validate methods

• Labor intensive
• a M y not provide accurate results if proteins

are denatured
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Product versus non-product contact surfaces  
Critical contact sites versus non-critical  
Dedicated versus non-dedicated equipment  
Potency of the substance being cleaned  
Toxicity and safety data of the substance being   
cleaned
Allergenic nature of the substance being cleaned  
Assay detection limit  

The following are just a few methods used for estab-
lishing acceptance criteria:

Safety Factor

The safety factor is one of the most commonly used 
strategies for developing cleaning acceptance criteria. In 
any cleaning strategy, which involves a “no effect” dose, or 
lowest allowable level in the next batch, a safety factor can 
be used as acceptance criteria. This safety factor provides 
for assumptions made during alert limit calculations. Most 
alert limit strategies assume some form of residue distribu-
tion, uniform sampling size, and smallest dose or batch 
size. However, in cases where these assumptions do not 
hold true, the safety factor provides for a margin of error. 
Safety factors can be in any increment. Commonly they are 
1/10th, 1/100th, or 1/1000th of some determined limit.

The safety factor provides for assumptions made 
during the alert limits calculations and should not be used 
to determine specific analytical limitations. For example, 
the safety factor for the daily dosage of a 400 mcg tablet 
using an area calculation; the alert limits are commonly set 
based upon the anticipated swab or rinse surface area re-
sults. For this example, the most commonly used swabbing 
area is 15 cm by 15 cm or 225 cm2. To this “tablet” dose, the 

safety factor of 100 is used. For this area, the alert limit is 
calculated as follows:

400 mcg/100 (Safety Factor) = 4 mcg/225 cm2 = 0.017 mcg/ cm2

10-PPM Carry-Over

The basic scheme behind this method is that no 
more than 10 ppm of a given product will be carriedover 
to any one dose of the next product to be manufactured. 
This method is based upon the regulations for maximum 
allowable quantities of toxic substances in food products. 
The FDA’s guidance documents for determining residue 
limits is that they must be logical, practical, achievable, 
and verifiable. While this method of establishing limits is 
commonly used in the pharmaceutical industry, it may not 
be practical for all manufacturing processes. Ascientific ra-
tionale or justification should be used when selecting this 
method. It must also be defensible to the FDA.

Visual

No quantity of residue will be visibly detected on 
equipment after cleaning procedures are performed. 
Since it is possible to set residue limits for a monitoring 
program at or above the level of visual detection, it may 
be necessary to quantitatively define the visual detection 
level. In general, this level is in the range of 200 – 500 mcg 
of drug per 225cm2. This area is roughly equivalent to the 
surface contact area of a human hand. This translates into 
visual detection of about one mcg per cm2 surface area. 
Although this method is subjective, it does provide a first 
pass for inspection and a guideline for dedicated single 
use equipment.6
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Worst-Case Conditions

The worst-case selection is based on a combination 
of potency, toxicity, solubility, stability, and difficulty of 
cleaning. In any event, the criteria for the selection should 
be incorporated into a written scientific rationale that 
describes the selection process. This selection process is 
usually defined in the cleaning validation master plan. It is 
understood that the same cleaning process must be used 
for the products in the same group.

One approach for establishing the worst-case condi-
tion is to use the most toxic clinical compound as a guide 
and develop a limit based upon the smallest batch or dose 
of the next product processed. This approach could be 
carried out for a range of worstcase condition equipment 
sizes, dosages, and batch sizes. The limits developed could 
then be applied conservatively for all products. It is also 
possible to develop a worst-case strategy within grouping 
of products. In this strategy, compounds with similar char-
acteristics would be grouped together. Within each group 
a worst-case limit would be determined and applied to all 
compounds in a group. This strategy would use a scientific 
rationale to group compounds and set limits based upon a 
worst-case conditions compound in the group. This ap-
proach allows the limit to be determined in the absence of 
a “no effect” dose and allows for variation in the processing 
of the drug (changes in dose, batch sizes, and equipment 
sizes).

There are many methods for establishing worstcase 
conditions. These include soiling surfaces for an extended 
period of time, equipment grouping, potency, toxicity, 
solubility, stability, and the cleaning process. Whatever 
methodology is used for assessing the worst-case condi-
tion, a scientifically sound logic must be applied. This logic 
must be defensible to the FDA in order for the cleaning 
validation to be acceptable.

Validation of the Cleaning Process

After the cleaning cycle development phase has been 
successfully completed, validation of the cleaning process 
can be started. This involves developing a protocol, which 
can be easily defensible to the FDA. A protocol will be 
developed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the clean-
ing procedures and associated cleaning agents employed 
to clean production equipment used regularly, and on a 
campaign basis (product changeover).

Specific SOPs will be developed for cleaning each 
piece of equipment utilized in production. Validated as-
says will be developed with adequate sensitivity to test for 

residuals (active ingredients and, if applicable, cleaning 
agents).

Once the equipment cleaning SOPs are written, the as-
says developed and validated, and the acceptance criteria 
determined, the qualification studies would be conducted. 
During the qualification, final rinse and wipe/swab samples 
will be analyzed to confirm the effectiveness of the clean-
ing procedures. Qualification will be performed for the first 
three batches of every product manufactured.

The data collected during the qualification will be 
evaluated and compared to the predetermined acceptable 
residual limits. The proper documentation of the cleaning 
activities should be performed at the early stages of de-
velopment. A company can save a lot of time and money 
during the validation phase if the documentation of the 
development phases is accurately performed.

Part 4 of this continuation series will be published in our next 
issue (Protocol Development)

Mr. David Vincent can be reached at 
validation@validation.org
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        Insider’s Tips on

Global Clinical Research

By Vinka Ljubimir

Currently, there are nearly 50,000 clinical trials being 
conducted in 153 of 192 countries in the world. There are 
numerous reasons why pharmaceutical companies are 
becoming more and more global, and why clinical trials 
are following the same trend. Firstly, medicines are cre-
ated for all humanity, so they have to be proven effective 
for all, which is also necessary for marketing and selling 
medicines in the global market. In spite of the fact that the 
current profit margins in some countries are insignificant, 
even in a huge country like China, companies are think-
ing strategically and building relationships for a future 
in which even the least profitable markets of today will 
become more important.

The most frequently mentioned reasons for conduct-
ing clinical studies globally are the following:

Faster enrollment  
Ethnic differences more easily detected  
Availability of treatment-naive subjects  
Potentially lower cost  
Market reasons (as mentioned above)  
Benefit to subjects by allowing populations access   
to new medicines
Benefit to countries by increasing experience and   
infrastructure in participating sites

Data gathered in clinical studies have to be homog-
enous to enable strong conclusions. The degree of con-
fidence in the conclusions is higher in very controlled 
environments; outside such conditions, the situation 
becomes much more complex. Such factors as investiga-
tor and site differences in medical practices and selection 
of subjects, in site equipment and infrastructure, and in 
training—especially in new indications and in the capabili-
ties and experience of research personnel—complicate 
study conduct.

Further differences pertain to the subjects, such as 
ethnicity, language, understanding of informed consent, 
and compliance. There are country-to-country differences 
in administrative demands regarding regulations and eth-
ics committees, in setting up committees, and in managing 
various types of trials. The challenges facing the sponsor 
include managing the logistics of prepping and conduct-
ing a trial, overcoming the hurdles of different nations’ 
approval processes for clinical trial materials, coordinating 
central labs, and capturing and utilizing data. Finally, there 
are challenges in statistical analysis and interpretation, as 
well as differences in epidemiology of the target diseases. 
Why, then, are clinical researchers not getting the data 
traditionally “at home,” but instead are expanding beyond 
their comfort zones into new countries in an attempt to 
achieve cost savings and market shares at much higher 
risks?

Country Selection

When researchers are choosing countries for clinical 
studies, the selection process is usually governed by:

Access to subject populations (taking into   

Why are clinical researchers not 
getting the data traditionally “at 
home,” but instead are expanding 
beyond their comfort zones into 
new countries in an attempt to 
achieve cost savings and market 
shares at much higher risks?

Global Clinical Research
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consideration site quality and number of competing trials) 
Recruitment/approval timelines (speed)   
Cost   
Commercial considerations   
Regulatory mandates  

In the process of identifying countries for a specific global study, it is 
advisable to combine some of the familiar, stable, and tested countries with 
those that are new or relatively new in the sponsor’s experience, so that any 
burden of approval delay or study recruitment failure in one country might be 
absorbed in another. Gaining the benefits of local expertise is especially valu-
able during the study startup phase, especially in relation to regulatory and 
ethics submissions and site selection. Depending on preferences, sponsors 
without their own local staff in such cases usually rely either on large, multi-
national contract research organizations (CROs) or small niche providers and 
independent consultants for this service.

Global clinical trials expose pharmaceutical companies to many logistical 
and resource challenges, including time differences and the far-flung distances 
between sites. Other hassles include hardware challenges, such as the loss 
of study equipment (most often laptops) and difficulties with installation of 
phone lines. Moreover, there are political challenges in terms of local rules and 
regulations and various customs issues. Such challenges could appear unex-
pectedly; for example, the banning of export of biological samples in Russia on 
May 28, 2007, which, with the help of the industry pressure, was lifted within 
two weeks after it was imposed.

As global clinical trials use the language of global business—English— 
training of local investigators in local language for study purposes is especially 
important for those countries in which study teams are not comfortable with 
speaking in English. Investigative sites rarely admit to needing such help. At 
the same time, dividing site teams by country when it comes to investiga-
tor meetings would not go well with most; so the best solution is to use the 
investigator meeting as a unique opportunity for team building, and either 
provide simultaneous translations at the meeting or have site initiation visits in 
local language afterward. In order to achieve maximum homogeneity of data, 
sponsors sometimes invest in quality translations of study materials into the 
local language.

In the process of identifying countries for a 
specific global study, it is advisable to combine 
some of the familiar, stable, and tested 
countries with those that are new or relatively 
new in the sponsor’s experience, so that any 
burden of approval delay or study recruitment 
failure in one country might be absorbed in 
another.

Global Clinical Research
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Global Study Recruitment

Failure to enroll adequate numbers of subjects is a 
primary reason why some clinical trials fail. Therefore, 
many pharmaceutical companies and CROs have devel-
oped detailed processes related to recruitment planning, 
which could be especially fruitful for global trials. Usually, 
recruitment plans are developed prior to study start, 
and tailored to the indication and to the specifics of the 
country and the sites. Sometimes the study itself (study 
protocol) causes difficulties in recruiting subjects into the 
study; for example, by requiring treatment-naïve subjects 
where the treatment is in high use. Key opinion leaders in 
the chosen countries could prove invaluable to the study’s 
success when given opportunities to comment on matters 
related to specific country practices before the protocol is 
finalized.

Study teams must be involved and committed to 
the study recruitment targets, and they must develop 
study specific recruitment tools. Study sites have valuable 
experience in applying various subject recruitment meth-
ods locally; so it is very useful to keep discussion going 
throughout the study and to adapt the recruitment plans 

accordingly. There are many tools currently being used in 
the industry for addressing subject recruitment, ranging 
from inclusion/exclusion cards and “Dear Colleague” refer-
ral letters to the use of professional advertising companies 
that are expensive, but usually effective.

Unexpected Risks

When managing a global trial, the only way to account 
for different levels of quality in different geographies is to 
insist that all sites follow standardized procedures. Besides 
being alert to cultural differences and proactive toward 

Key opinion leaders in the chosen 
countries could prove invaluable 
to the study’s success when given 
opportunities to comment on 
matters related to specific country 
practices before the protocol is 
finalized.

CASE STUDY 1—Subject Recruitment Challenges on a Global Study

A Phase II pain study in irritable bowel syndrome calls for 330 subjects to be randomized in Australia, Belgium, 
Germany, France, Sweden, and United Kingdom (U.K.) at approximately 40 sites using phone diaries, IVRS, cen-
tralized lab, and electrocardiogram.

Although the recruitment expectations were quite realistic and clear, based on prior sponsor experience in similar 
indication, recruitment targets fell behind from the beginning and reached only about 10% of the expected goal in the 
first few months following the first patient first visit (FPFV) threshold. The study recruitment plan detailed the first round of 
contingency measures, including encouraging countries to use locally produced advertising and increasing the numbers 
of sites. Implementation of the plan resulted in additional sites in the countries that had by that time obtained regulatory 
approval: Germany (two site-management organization sites), France (one site), and the U.K. (one site).

Six months into the study, recruitment was still significantly behind; so the second round of contingency measures was 
implemented: Every site individually explored local advertising possibilities, and the countries were again encouraged to 
find more sites, which resulted in four new sites (one each in the U.K., Australia, Germany, and France).

Eight months into the study, with the figures still very low, a clinical research associate (CRA) face-to-face meeting 
was organized in order to remotivate the team and revisit the recruitment strategies. Site-specific study advertising was 
discussed and related experience shared between the participating countries. Monitors were able to refresh their knowl-
edge about the study, the protocol, and the processes, and the meeting included a workshop on recruitment barriers and 
opportunities.

Following the CRA meeting, recruitment plans were updated, and the third round of contingency measures was 
defined, which involved site visits by the sponsor’s global study team. This was aimed at investigator relationship man-
agement and resolution of the operational issues. The compound had a priority position in the sponsor’s portfolio; since 
progress on it was falling significantly behind, a professional advertising agency was brought on board. The collaboration 
with them from the initiation of the vendor selection process to the finalization of the advertising campaign took three 
months, which left only three months for the campaign to bring results. In the meantime, all of the measures that were put 
in place earlier in the recruitment period picked up, and the study finally met its recruitment targets on time, without the 
professional advertising campaign even being implemented (it was instead utilized successfully by the sponsor for another 
protocol in the same indication).

The study was reported on time, but the compound failed to prove its efficacy, and never made it to the market.

Global Clinical Research
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logistical hurdles, there are still many risks that need to be 
successfully managed. Using a CRO with local expertise 
helps, although with the current level of outsourcing, it 
will be increasingly difficult to achieve the desired level 
of expertise. So using local niche providers might be the 
right solution. Industry leaders say that we will need both 
large and niche contract organizations in order to bring 
our portfolios through the coming challenges. The number 
of studies is likely to increase severalfold in the next few 
years. According to industry reports, at the same time the 
investigator’s pool will decrease, so nurturing investigator 
relationships should become a priority.

Developing and Nurturing Teams Lead to 
Success

For a successful global study, objectives must be 
achievable and must be communicated clearly to the 
team. Establishing effective communication across a global 
team involves facing such obstacles as different time zones 
and languages, hard-to-understand accents, and cultural 
idiosyncrasies. In order to achieve high-performing and 
happy teams, face-to-face meetings are necessary from 

time to time to build trust and develop team cohesion. 
Videoconferencing is valuable only after team trust and 
communication have been established. Since e-mails are 
often misunderstood between cultures, it is much better to 
talk more often.

With the importance of team cohesion in mind for the 
success of a global study, changing team members during 
the study conduct is counterproductive. However, some 
changes are unavoidable, as team members may leave 
for various reasons that often are beyond the influence of 
study managers. In order to maintain team cohesion, using 
electronic photos is advisable to allow new and old team 
members to at least see each other’s photograph if they 
are unable to meet face-to-face. Some experts suggest 
that information be compiled on new team members and 
included on an information sheet, very much like a theater 
program, so that key facts about team members can be 
distributed and shared with the goal of reinforcing the 
“team spirit.”

Misuse of even such a powerful communication tool 

When managing a global trial, the 
only way to account for different 
levels of quality in different 
geographies is to insist that all sites 
follow standardized procedures.

Establishing effective 
communication across a global team 
involves facing such obstacles as 
different time zones and languages, 
hard-to-understand accents, and 
cultural idiosyncrasies.

CASE STUDY 2—Investigator Relationships in Jeopardy

An oncology Phase II study in hepatic cancer needed to enroll subjects in three parts within 12 months: the first 
part to include 38 subjects, the second 63 subjects, and the third 160 subjects, following meaningful results from 
efficacy endpoints. Planning included at least 60 Chinese and 40 Korean subjects. The estimate at the time (sum-
mer 2004) was that obtaining approval for a study in China would take at least 16 months; so the team decided to 
design another protocol specifically with this in mind and leave China out.

After protocol feasibility was completed, with the input of both scientific and commercial experts within the team, the 
final list of countries included Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, France, and Greece. There were two separate investiga-
tor meetings just prior to the expected study approval threshold—one in Hong Kong for the Asian countries and another 
in Lisbon for European—and the feedback from both was positive. The country-specific teams were well trained, motivat-
ed, and ready to begin. The plan included some sites, in Greece, for example, that had never participated in a clinical trial 
and thus required significant support, both from local sponsor offices and from the global study manager.

After some delays in approval timelines, the initial 38 subjects were enrolled in France, Korea, and Thailand. Unfortu-
nately, the approval delays were especially significant in countries with sites that were new to clinical trials and anxious to 
recruit subjects. Since the initial data did not meet the requirements for study continuation, the “new” sites never got the 
chance to enroll at all. Some damage control was applied for those sites, with a promise to be considered for the next op-
portunity, although no guarantees could be made. However, the global manager was informed by the local team that the 
damage was done, and that the sponsor would hardly get the same dedication from those sites again.

In retrospect, there is not much that could have been done differently. The study was evaluated as a success; in reality, 
we have lost some good investigators’ enthusiasm and jeopardized their future collaboration.
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as the telephone can hamper a team. Working globally means working 
in various time zones; so adapting to different time zones is essential 
for team success. Creating graphic images of team’s time zones can 
help. Also, in different time zones, Friday afternoons and Monday 
mornings are not the same as any other day of the week; so it is best 
to avoid conducting business between far-flung sites at these times. 
This is especially important when dialing into opposite hemispheres. 
Teams can show adaptability by making the calls at the inconvenient 
times on alternate weeks with other parts of the team, and by allowing 
business calls to be made from home by using phone cards. It is often 
useful to make separate (individual) calls and avoid teleconferences 
altogether, as well as to delegate the chairing of teleconferences to 
team members in different time zones.

It is a true challenge to create an efficient global team and to 
maintain its level of quality to the study’s end. By developing the skills 
mentioned in this article, however, and encouraging managers to 
think and act globally, such transnational efforts can benefit both your 
personnel and your profits.
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Lille, France. (April, 27, 2009) – Thermo 
Fisher Scientific Inc., the world leader in serving 
science, today unveiled the new Thermo Scientific 
Orbitor RS at Society of Biomolecular Sciences 
2009. Developed using proven technology from 
the well-known Thermo Scientific RapidStak and 
Thermo Scientific Dimension4 product lines, the 
Orbitor™ RS is a high-speed microplate mover 
offering proven, reliable performance with 
totally flexible plate handling. Extensive vertical 
reach allows multiple stacked or high density 
instruments to be loaded in a small footprint, and 
a bi-directional telescoping arm provides superior 
reach, improved user safety and unlimited base 
rotations within a 360° workspace.

For unmatched speed and throughput, 
the Thermo Scientific Orbitor RS accommodates 
any SBS plate format, from shallow to deep well, 
in addition to tip boxes and lids, tubes or racks. 
This flexibility is further supported by random 
or sequential plate access, and the ability to mix 
modes of storage as assay requirements change. 
Laboratory safety is maximized as the robotic arm 
is able to pass through the base and remain inside 
the rotating base while turning. With closed-loop 
motion control, collision detection and position 
recovery it is poised to become the most reliable 
microplate mover in its class. These combine 
to significantly improve speed and efficiency, 
enabling a compact, cost-effective solution 
suitable for smaller workspaces, with numerous 
storage options and operational flexibility for a 
multitude of set-ups and configurations.

The Thermo Scientific Orbitor RS expands 
the existing Thermo Scientific range of automated 
technologies for drug discovery and addresses 

the demand for increased throughput, storage 
capacity, and operational flexibility.

Thermo Scientific is part of Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, the world leader in serving science.

About Thermo Fisher Scientific

Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. (NYSE: TMO) 
is the world leader in serving science, enabling 
our customers to make the world healthier, 
cleaner and safer. With annual revenues of $10.5 
billion, we have approximately 34,000 employees 
and serve over 350,000 customers within 
pharmaceutical and biotech companies, hospitals 
and clinical diagnostic labs, universities, research 
institutions and government agencies, as well 
as environmental and industrial process control 
settings. Serving customers through two premier 
brands, Thermo Scientific and Fisher Scientific, 
we help solve analytical challenges from routine 
testing to complex research and discovery. The 
Thermo Scientific brand represents a complete 
range of high-end analytical instruments as well 
as laboratory equipment, software, services, 
consumables and reagents to enable integrated 
laboratory workflow solutions. Fisher Scientific 
provides a complete portfolio of laboratory 
equipment, chemicals, supplies and services 
used in healthcare, scientific research, safety and 
education. Together, we offer the most convenient 
purchasing options to customers and continuously 
advance our technologies to accelerate the pace of 
scientific discovery, enhance value for customers 
and fuel growth for shareholders and employees 
alike. 
Visit www.thermofisher.com .

Thermo Fisher Scientific Introduces 
Unique Automated Microplate Mover at 
Society of Biomolecular Sciences 2009
The Thermo Scientific Orbitor RS Provides Industrial Sized Performance within a Compact, 
Bench-Top Mover
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KAHR Medical and Cobra Partner to 
Develop Trans Signal Converter Protein 
Production
Keele, UK and Jerusalem, Israel: 11 May, 2009, Cobra Biomanufacturing Plc (AIM: CBF), the 
international manufacturer of biopharmaceuticals, and KAHR Medical Ltd., a Hadasit-Bio-Holdings 
(HBL, TASE: HDST) portfolio company that develops novel drugs for the treatment of autoimmune 
diseases, announced today a partnership agreement.

Under the terms of the agreement, Cobra will advance KAHR Medical’s Trans Signal Converter Protein 
(“TSCP”) technology using Cobra’s maxXpress service and recombinant protein production expertise. 
More specifically, Cobra will develop and manufacture bulk quantities of KAHR’s TSCP proteins for 
preclinical and future clinical testing. Currently, two recombinant proteins, KAHR-101 and KAHR-
102 are being tested in preclinical studies as potential treatments for rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and 
psoriasis. Cobra has already developed a purification process for KAHR-101 and batches have already 
been produced for preclinical testing.

Simon Saxby, CEO of Cobra 
Biomanufacturing Plc said, 
“We are delighted that KAHR 
has chosen Cobra to help 
develop its TSCP technology. 
Cobra’s maxXpress service 
and recombinant protein 
expertise enable it to 
provide the required tools 
and solutions necessary 
for companies looking to 
start on the road to clinical 
trials and market supply. 
Also, Israel has a rapidly 
expanding biotech industry 
and we are very pleased to 
be establishing a very good 
relationship there.”

Dr. Noam Shani, CEO of KAHR 
Medical said, “We have been 
working together with Cobra 
for about 18 months on 
KAHR-101 and KAHR-102 and 
they have done great work 
developing a production 
process for KAHR-101. We 
are looking forward to a long 
and successful association.”N
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My life.  
My work.  

My choice.

From benchtop to scale-up, our  
cell culture incubators deliver 

 RealTime Cell Protection.™

©2008 SANYO Direct Heat, Air Jacket U.S. Patent No. 5,519188; SafeCell UV U.S. Patent No. 6,255,103. RealTime Cell Protection™                                                                                                      V13108

From basic research to high-volume production, the complete line of  
SANYO CO2 and CO2/O2 incubators share a suite of proven technologies  
designed to maintain temperature stability, prevent contamination and deliver  
repeatable results. Our combination of cabinet design, sensor application  
and control technique preserves environmental integrity.

Learn more about the benefits of SANYO CO2 Incubators and RealTime 
Cell Protection™ by visiting www.sanyobiomedical.com/incubators

SANYO incubator systems are 
standardized for consistent  
cell culturing regardless of size.

Industry Leading Warranty.

Shown Above: MCO-80IC, left;  
MCO-5M stacked, right; and  

MCO-18AIC, front. 

Think GAIA
      For Life and the Earth

Available Configurations:

Model No. MCO-5AC MCO-5M MCO-17AC MCO-18AIC MCO-18M MCO-20AIC MCO-80IC

TYPE TABLETOP BENCHTOP REACH-IN

Personal Size / Stackable Standard Size / Stackable Large Capacity

 Interior Capacity 1.7 cu.ft. 1.7 cu.ft. 5.8 cu.ft. 6.0 cu.ft. 6.0 cu.ft. 7.6 cu.ft. 30.1 cu.ft.

 SafeCell™ UV Protection Optional Optional N/A Optional Optional Standard Optional

Gas Control Sensors Thermal  
Conductivity CO2

Thermal  
Conductivity CO2,  

Zirconia O2

Thermal  
Conductivity CO2

IR (Infrared) CO2
IR (Infrared) CO2, 

Zirconia O2

IR (Infrared) 
CO2

IR (Infrared) 
CO2

  Germicidal inCu SaFe™ 

Copper Enriched Stainless Steel Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

NEW for 2008

    sanyobiomedical.com/pharmaceuticalcanada     toll-free 800-858-8442
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©2008 Waters Corporation. Waters, The Science of What's Possible, XEVO, 
IntelliStart, and ACQUITY UPLC are trademarks of Waters Corporation.

Introducing XEVOTM TQ MS, the new tandem 
quadrupole mass spectrometer from Waters, 
featuring IntelliStartTM technology for simplified 
method development. This automated system 
solution delivers powerful quantitative 
capability with very low limits of detection —
to the widest range of scientists. All this, along 
with ACQUITY UPLC® compatibility by design, 
means you get enhanced performance with 
dramatically improved speed, productivity, 
and efficiency. Run more samples per day and 
more compounds in a single analysis. And make 
critical, time-sensitive decisions with confidence. 
Find your answer at www.waters.com/xevo

[ REACTION ]

WHEN ANALYZING COMPLEX
SAMPLES WITH XEVO TQ MS,
WILL YOU BE MORE IMPRESSED
WITH HOW POWERFUL IT IS?

OR HOW ACCESSIBLE IT IS?




